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Dear ,
 
Thank you for your information request of 17 March 2016.  Aberdeen City Council (ACC) has
completed the necessary search for the information requested.

 
We were looking for clarifications on the following issues (in relation to FOI-15-1420).
 
In response to question 1b), The mean average rate paid by the council for over 65s home
care, per person per hour, you were unable to provide the mean average rate paid by the
council for over 65s home care, per person per hour for your internal care provider - Bon
Accord Care.
 
Would it be possible [i.e. if recorded] for you to provide an estimate, and therefore to
provide an overall average cost, including both internal and external care providers, for over
65s home care per person per hour?
 
We do not record average rates for our arms-length care provider, Bon Accord Care. We also
cannot estimate the average rate for over 65’s because we cannot attribute exact amounts of
funding to specific client groups. They receive funding for the service as a whole which covers all
client groups and service types.
 
As such, this information cannot be provided, as it is not held in terms of section 17 (1) (b) of
FOISA.
 
ACC is unable to provide you with information on an estimate, and therefore to provide an
overall average cost, including both internal and external care providers, for over 65s home
care per person per hour as it is not held by ACC.  In order to comply with its obligations under
the terms of Section 17 of the FOISA, ACC hereby gives notice that this information is not held
by it. 
 
Your previous response to question 2a), The total number of over 65s provided with
residential care by the council, during the year, you gave the numbers of over 65’s in full time
permanent residential placements, but did not include those in temporary or respite
residential placements. Could you provide the number of people that received temporary or
respite residential placements for the financial year 2014-15?
 
410 older people received planned residential respite in the financial year 2014/15. 63 older
people received short term/emergency residential respite in the financial year 2014/15.
 
Your previous response to 3a) The total number of over 65s provided with residential care
with nursing by the council, during the year, did not give numbers of over 65’s in temporary
or respite residential placements with nursing. Could you provide the number of people that
received temporary or respite residential placements with nursing care for the financial year



2014-15?
 
118 older people received planned residential respite with nursing care in the financial year
2014/15. 26 older people received short term/emergency residential respite with nursing care in
the financial year 2014/15.
 
In your response to 2b) The mean average rate paid by the council for over 65s residential
care, per person per week, you did not give an estimate of the average cost of residential
services per residential service per week including self-funding clients for whom ACC only pay
the free personal care element of the service (around £169 per week in 2014/15). Could you
provide for an average figure including “self-funding clients for whom ACC only pay the free
personal care element of the service”, as you did in your response to question 3b)? (The
mean average rate paid by the council for over 65s residential care with nursing, per person
per week)
 
The average rate for over 65’s residential services per person per week, (including clients who
are self-funding) is £462.44 per week.
 
In terms of high cost specialist services, could you confirm that there were no home care,
residential care or residential with nursing care services (such as dementia care, learning
disability care, mental health care and other high cost specialist services) which have been
excluded from the figures that you have provided in these categories?
 
All our records of residential services for clients who are over 65 are recorded and categorised in
the same way within our Case Management system, so we can confirm that all such services
have been included in the original figures returned.
 
For the total spends, could you confirm that the total figures you have provided for 1d)i, The
total amount of money spent by the council on over 65s home care for the year, 2c)i, The
total amount of money spent by the council on over 65s residential care for the year, and
3c)i, The total amount of money spent by the council on over 65s residential care with
nursing for the year, that these are gross figures, including council contributions, NHS
contributions and private funding?
 
The figures we returned do not include NHS Contributions or Private Funding. Our figures
represent only Aberdeen City Council’s contribution and /or the client contribution as requested.
We do not record levels of private or NHS funding within our system, as such this information
cannot be provided in terms of section 17 (1) (b) of FOISA.
 
ACC is unable to provide you with information on gross figures, including council contributions,
NHS contributions and private funding as it is not held by ACC.  In order to comply with its
obligations under the terms of Section 17 of the FOISA, ACC hereby gives notice that this
information is not held by it. 
 
We hope this helps with your request.
 
Yours sincerely,
 



Grant Webster
Information Compliance Officer
 
INFORMATION ABOUT THE HANDLING OF YOUR REQUEST
 
ACC handled your request for information in accordance with the provisions of the Freedom of
Information (Scotland) Act 2002. Please refer to the attached PDF for more information about
your rights under FOISA.
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*03000 numbers are free to call if you have ‘free minutes’ included in your mobile call plan.
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